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Introduction

The digitization of health records brings many benefits to consumers, healthcare providers and Health Information Organizations (HIOs) - more reliable patient information, fewer medical errors, reduced adverse drug events, improved care and billions of dollars in cost savings to the healthcare industry.

However, the sharing of personal/protected health information (PHI) significantly increases the risks associated with patient privacy. No information is more personal than PHI; with PHI available to any number of individuals at the click of a mouse, the question arises: how is consumer privacy respected and protected? Also, if robust privacy protections are in place, can healthcare providers be assured they will have access to the medical records they need at the point of care to treat their patients?

The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA) signed into law by President Barack Obama on February 17, 2009 clearly calls for the accelerated creation and exchange of electronic health records (EHRs) for all Americans. Mandates by Canada Health Infoway to build an EHR infostructure, the National Health Service Care Records Service to link patient information across England, and initiatives by other nations also call for countrywide EHRs. The challenge for the healthcare industry is not only to achieve this impressive objective, but to do so in a way that respects patient privacy and addresses consumer consent preferences without hindering care.

The goal is therefore to stimulate electronic health information exchange to improve quality of care and reduce costs by leveraging interoperable EHR systems that enforce consumer privacy.

This white paper presents a practical model for Web-based, interoperable privacy and consent management at all levels of health information exchange (HIE) using Service-oriented Architecture (SOA).
Market drivers

The need to accommodate - and automate - consumer privacy preferences in HIE has been recognized by the healthcare IT industry for some time, as evidenced by the standards activities underway to address just that.ii But additional factors are pushing consumer privacy and consent onto center stage:

1. Legislative Mandates

The impetus of many countries to develop EHRs - most recently highlighted by the U.S. ARRA - reinforces the importance of consumers' involvement in the privacy and exchange of their PHI, and the requirement for care delivery organizations (CDOs) and HIOs to put new protections in place. For example, the ARRA:

- requires the HIT Policy Committee to recommend technologies that protect health information privacy and security in EHRs, including segmenting and protecting specific, sensitive PHI from disclosure so that patients are not reluctant to seek care or disclose medical condition information because of privacy concernsiv

- requires covered entities' business associates that obtain or create PHI, such as Personal Health Record vendors, to follow the same privacy requirements as covered entitiesv

- requires covered entities to notify individuals of security breaches, where their unsecured PHI has been subject to unauthorized use or disclosurevi

- enables individuals to restrict certain disclosures of PHI when the individual has paid for the related medical service or treatment out of pocketvii

- enables patients to receive an accounting of disclosures made through an EHR - even for those related to treatment, payment or healthcare operations.viii

2. Expensive data breaches

Privacy and security breaches are an ongoing threat to health information exchange. During 2006-2007, more than 1.5 million names were exposed in data breaches in U.S. hospitals alone, not taking into account other care settings such as clinics.ix

The costs are enormous. A 2008 U.S. study found the average total cost per organization to be over $6.6 million per breach, ranging between $613,000 and almost $32 million.x Data breaches cause healthcare organizations to lose the greatest number of customers (6.5% on average) in relation to organizations in other industries, even financial services, due to the particularly sensitive nature of health information.xi According to the study, more than 88% of breaches involved insider negligence.xi
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Cost breakout associated with a breach of non-compliance, from a Director of IT in the U.S.:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HHS “Resolution Amount”</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual Report</td>
<td>$30,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop policies subject to HHS approval</td>
<td>$50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandatory workforce training within 90 days</td>
<td>$50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conduct Risk Assessment</td>
<td>$50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandatory quarterly monitoring of training</td>
<td>$1,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External initial + 3 annual compliance audits</td>
<td>$800,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>States Breach Notification (365,000 individuals)</td>
<td>$500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit monitoring for one year @$10/person</td>
<td>$3,650,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$6,230,000</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: NCHICA Conference, Hewitt & LaBanc presentation [slide 9], September 08, 2008

The threat of internal breaches is not sufficiently mitigated by privacy policies and procedures; automation is the necessary complement. Through automation of consumer consent preferences, organizations can prevent most health information privacy breaches, and be immediately alerted to unauthorized disclosures of PHI when they do occur.

**Health Information Privacy and Consent Management**

Health Information Privacy Management

In general terms, health information privacy management refers to the appropriate provision of PHI to authorized healthcare providers, such that the right provider has access to the right PHI, for the right purpose, at the right time, for the right patient. There are three main components:

- **Governance** - the policies, laws and regulations of a given healthcare jurisdiction govern how health information is to be collected, accessed, used and disclosed.
- **Consent** - in many jurisdictions, consumers have the right to restrict access to their PHI, and in some cases must provide consent to permit access.
- **Accountability** - there must be accountability to the consumer regarding the safeguarding and management of their PHI. To enable this, all PHI-related transactions must be audited.
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Consent Management

Consent Management is a process that:

1) enables consumers to affirm their participation in eHealth initiatives in cases where participation cannot or should not be implied or assumed

2) enables consumers to establish privacy preferences / policies to direct who shall have access to their electronic PHI, for what purpose and under what circumstances

3) supports the dynamic creation, management and subsequent enforcement of consumer, organizational and jurisdictional privacy policies through access control mechanisms.

Why is consent management important?

- **It impacts patient safety and quality of care.** Individuals concerned about the confidentiality of their PHI are less likely to participate in HIE or be forthcoming when seeking treatment. This results in less reliable health information available to providers and therefore reduced quality of care. Individuals with PHI privacy concerns may avoid treatment altogether, putting their health at risk.

- **It is key to building consumer and provider trust in HIE and necessary to the overall success and adoption of EHRs.** Many consumers expect such privacy protections before they will entrust their PHI to be shared electronically. If privacy protections are not properly implemented - and balanced with provider access to PHI - HIE will fail.

- **It is law.** In various jurisdictions of a number of countries - including the United States and Canada - consumers have the legal right to limit disclosure of their PHI.

Health information privacy to date

Many countries have laws specifically protecting the privacy and confidentiality of individually identifiable health information. However, even CDOs that have been strong on governance have often proven weak on controls. Computerized healthcare systems to date have done a poor job of preventing users from accessing PHI that is beyond their required need-to-know. Role-based access control (RBAC) typically permits users to access PHI available to their role even when such access is inappropriate. For example, does a urologist need to access the diagnostic images of a broken arm?

Relying primarily on healthcare providers themselves to enforce the policies and procedures that govern health information privacy is both unfair and ineffective. Widespread data breaches persist. And consumers, often not fully aware of their privacy rights, question the confidentiality of their PHI when it is shared electronically, undermining the success of HIE.

To enforce consumer privacy policy, privacy-based access control is needed.
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Implementation challenges
Implementing consumer privacy in HIE brings key challenges. CDOs and HIos must:

* Add privacy management to disparate clinical applications and systems (e.g. diagnostic imaging or drug information systems) from multiple vendors so that privacy policies can be applied consistently.

* Make legacy systems 'privacy aware.'

* Deal with the complexities and variations in consent-related data sets, formats, definitions and regional differences, so that local systems can apply privacy rules appropriately.

* Log all access to PHI for auditing and accountability.

* Capture consumer preferences (consent directives) using consent management suitable for automation - and apply those preferences system-wide.

* Consistently enforce consumer consent preferences as well as organization-specific policy (e.g. treatment of VIPs' or employees' PHI) and jurisdictional privacy policy (e.g. specific treatment of mental health records) with respect to the use and disclosure of PHI within and outside the organization.

* Ensure patient safety is paramount, allowing authorized providers to access restricted PHI - e.g. through override - when needed to treat their patients (as permitted by legislation).

The Solution: Automating Consent Management using SOA

As internet technologies have become faster and increasingly secure and reliable, network services in general have proliferated. Service-oriented Architecture (SOA) offers an attractive solution to the challenges of implementing privacy and consent management network-wide, allowing the use of existing infrastructure to achieve new functionality.

SOA

Service-oriented Architecture is a “paradigm for organizing and utilizing distributed capabilities that may be under the control of different ownership domains”

~ Reference Model for Service Oriented Architecture 1.0, OASIS Standard, October 12, 2006

“So when you think about this from an implementation standpoint, what this means... is that you’re going to need to plan and implement consent management so that you can keep a record of the consents you have on file, make sure all the requests for information are filtered properly by those consents, and allow your client base access to the consents and the ability to change them when they want.”
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Why SOA?

SOA brings consistent, interoperable privacy management capabilities to all PHI-related applications and nodes within and across CDOs and HIos, with minimal overhead and integration. It moves the burden of validating consumer-centric PHI permissions from diverse applications to specialized network-based privacy services.

Underlying Issues:

All data processing nodes in a health information network (see Fig. 1.0 for examples) need to be privacy-aware. However, the application nodes (e.g. clinical workstations) at the edges of the network – which provide PHI to users of various roles – need to enforce access control of the PHI, as this is where all the factors affecting the privacy decisions are known. These factors include when the PHI is requested, what PHI is being accessed, who is requesting the PHI and why the PHI is required.

It is certainly possible for an application node at a point of service – or a network application server – to obtain the privacy and consent policies of the consumer in question and then adjudicate whether to allow access to the PHI in question. However, this is not necessarily achievable in the case of every application or clinical device, as they come in a range of capabilities from a diversity of vendors.

Using SOA:

What SOA does is allow these weighty decisions to be offloaded to a specialized processor that is optimized for this purpose. Instead of dealing with consent locally, the following occurs: when a user requests access to PHI, the clinical application sends the known attributes of the PHI, the requester and the intended use for the PHI to a trusted Consent Validation Service (an SOA-based Web service). It then receives a simple answer in response: Permit access, Deny access, or Permit through override.
Fig. 1.0 shows an HIE network supporting consent services that are used by both CDO applications and information stores.

**Required elements**

A number of elements are integral to this model, including:

- **Consumer Policies Repository** – also called the Policy Information Point (PIP), this repository stores consumer preferences / consent directives.

- **Consent Management Service (CMS)** – Also known as the Policy Administration Point (PAP), the CMS is a Web service that enables the creation and administration of organizational and jurisdictional privacy policies, in the form of access rules.

- **Consent Validation Service (CVS)** – Also called the Policy Decision Point (PDP), the CVS is a Web service that adjudicates a user’s authorization to access a consumer’s PHI, based on the rules of the existing privacy policies.

- **Consent Enforcement Point** – Also called the Policy Enforcement Point (PEP), it is a point of service application – often an existing clinical application – that enforces consumer consent preferences by allowing or denying access to PHI, in accordance with the decision received from the CVS.

- **Audit Service** – a centralized, standards-based repository of audit events that logs all access and attempted access to PHI.
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How consent validation works

Figure 2.0 illustrates a basic model for consent validation using SOA-based Web services. Validation occurs after privacy policies have been created (e.g. via a personal health record or other user interface) and stored as consent validation rules.

Fig. 2.0

A. Healthcare provider requests patient PHI.
B. Clinical application queries the information from the clinical source(s), e.g. laboratory information system.
C. PHI source provides details (metadata) about the information and in some cases may also supply the requested PHI.
D. Clinical application acts as the gatekeeper and requests the network CVS to validate the PHI access, passing in the attributes that are known at the time, including: patient ID, provider ID, intended purpose of use, PHI attributes, etc.
E. The CVS uses the given attributes together with a number of other inputs to adjudicate a response of ‘Permit,’ ‘Deny’ or ‘Permit through override.’
F. In the case of a ‘Permit’ response, the clinical application retrieves the PHI not already present and provides access to the healthcare provider. Otherwise the clinical application will inform the provider of the unavailability of the data, or the option to override the restriction.
In this model, a Web-based CVS is able to compute many attributes when validating privacy-based user access permissions. Some of these factors are related to the PHI in question, such as the clinical domain of the data and the date range associated with the PHI (representing one or more care encounters). Some factors are related to the provider requesting the data, such as his/her current role and location. Some are related to real-time factors, such as purpose of use, and others to long-standing factors such as regional policies.

Interoperability, Standards and Consent

There are a number of industry / standards development organizations addressing the interoperability issues of security, privacy and consent. These include HL7, IHE, HITSP, ANSI, NIST and OASIS. The OASIS eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML) specification is seeing increasing adoption as the standard way to express access control policies in a number of application areas, including healthcare. For specifying consent rules and policies, there are two areas where this is useful:

- As a language for expressing access rules in structured consent documents.
- As a format for querying access to PHI and receiving a response.

XACML, however, must be supplemented by data sets defined by other standards, such as those of HL7. Such data sets are necessary to represent the attributes used in XACML. It is also necessary to establish mappings to attributes used to describe health information, user roles and permissions, and purpose of use.

When looking to standards for implementing consumer preferences, it is wise to take a flexible approach that can evolve as the standards evolve.
Benefits of an SOA approach

- **Reduced costs**: using SOA, one CVS system can support a large network of existing clinical applications, systems and technologies, therefore reducing costs.
- **Straightforward implementation**: The standards-based network interface, using XACML with HL7 vocabulary, is simple to implement.
- **Non-disruptive**: there is virtually no impact to clinical workflow.
- **Interoperable/vendor agnostic**: all types of clinical applications that attach to the network are able to support consent validation, from large web clusters down to embedded devices.
- **Consistent**: the CVS provides a central place where policies are consistently enforced; policy changes are made network-wide in real time.
- **Accommodates granular directives**: consumer, organizational and jurisdictional directives are accommodated; consumers may restrict access to specific, sensitive portions of their record.
- **Provides real-time auditing**: the CVS generates an audit trail for all access and attempted access to PHI.

Conclusion

Consumer preferences can be implemented and enforced consistently at all levels of health information exchange by offloading the privacy decision processes to a specialized, third-party source.

A standards-based SOA approach to health information privacy and consent management can be leveraged now. It provides distinct benefits over alternatives in that:

- consent preferences and jurisdictional policies are rigorously managed in one or more central servers, with policy changes available network-wide in real time
- complex policies are implemented consistently across diverse applications and environments
- existing clinical applications are easily integrated and have greater value as they become ‘privacy aware.’

The result? Greater patient and provider confidence in EHRs, increased privacy compliance and improved quality of care.
HIPAAAT's Consent Management and Auditing Solution: Components

myConsentMinder
A consumer-centric consent policies repository that enables individuals to easily create, edit and store privacy policies using Web-based templates. myConsentMinder interfaces with standards-based Consent Validation Services.

Privacy eSuite v2.0
An SOA-based consent engine powered by two Web services: a Consent Management Service that enables consumer, organizational and jurisdictional privacy rules to be created and administered; and a Consent Validation Service that adjudicates PHI access requests received from policy enforcement points. Privacy eSuite supports override ('break the glass') access to PHI when legislation permits.

Privacy Manager v2.0
A point of service software application that integrates with clinical applications to enforce privacy policies. Privacy Manager allows or denies access to PHI based on the adjudication of a standards-based Consent Validation Service.

Universal Audit Repository v2.0
A standards-based repository that logs all access - and attempted access - to PHI. It automatically alerts the Privacy Officer or other recipients of override (unauthorized) access.

About HIPAAAT
HIPAAAT provides consent management and security auditing solutions to healthcare. Our SOA-based software balances consumer information privacy with the clinical need to access personal health information. Our interoperable, standards-based approach enables stakeholders at all levels of health data exchange to implement, audit and enforce patient, organizational and jurisdictional privacy policies.


Health Level 7 (HL7), Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise (IHE), Health Information Technology Standards Panel (HITSP), American National Standards Institute (ANSI), National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS)